The method of measuring transparency of water environments using the Secchi disc is still applied, despite a certain level of subjectivity of obtained results. At present, it should be used as a supplement to more reliable methods of measuring the thickness of the euphotic zone. A serious drawback is the low informative value of isolated measurements of the transparency of water environments, representing different stages of cyclic annual variability. This is also confirmed by the summer visibility measurements in the waters of lakes near Ełk of 2003 and 2005. Reservoirs investigated twice were sometimes characterised by a significant diversity of the observed absolute values of the Secchi disc visibility in particular years. However, treating them as benchmark reservoirs makes it possible to determine relative relationships of optical properties among water environments of all the 21 lakes analysed then. They can be expressed in the form of an ordered sequence of reservoirs with increasingly better optical properties of water environments. The ordered sequence was verified on the basis of the research results of 2006. The observed stability of the position of the benchmark reservoirs with respect to each other makes it possible to abandon treating the observed isolated values of the Secchi disc visibility in other reservoirs as, out of necessity, representative ones of the investigated lakes. The knowledge of the values of scopes of the disc visibility in the waters of the benchmark lakes makes it possible to precisely estimate, against them, this value in less frequently investigated lakes.
Introduction
The scope of solar radiation penetration is one of the features characterising the properties of the water environment of lakes. Natural selective transmission of light in water, resulting from extinction different for particular light wave lengths, is additionally diversified under the influence of local conditions. The main role among them is played by external conditions of lighting and individual optical properties of water, largely conditioned by the impact of the catchment (Lange 1993) .
Optical properties of water environments are currently evaluated using various tools. One of the oldest methods of evaluating water transparency used so far is the measurement using the Secchi disc. Despite a certain subjectivity of the measurement results, related to differing perception ability of observers, and methodological reservations -as they do not reflect the actual scope of the photic zone -the tool is still widely used. A vast majority of available archival data concerning the phenomenon of radiation penetration is based on the measurement of the visibility of the disc.
Theoretically, it is possible to compare the results obtained by this method with the results of measurements of the photic field in water obtained by means of lighting meters. The relationships between them expressed as a correction factor reveal, however, that they are characterised by a certain variability even in the case of lakes situated in close vicinity as well as within the same reservoir (Borowiak 2000) .
The possibility of interpretation of the results of water transparency obtained using the disc is also limited due to the observed seasonal variability of the values of this parameter during the year. The cycle of variability of the disc visibility in water does not have the same course in particular years Faraś-Ostrowska 1990) and is characterized by a different course in reservoirs different in terms of e.g. mictic type . These factors make an objective comparative analysis of visibility scopes measured by the Secchi disc difficult.
Results
The expedition research carried out in 2003 and 2005 on the abiotic properties of waters of lakes near Ełk provided information on the visibility of the Secchi disc in their water environments during summer. The observations covered a total of 21 morphometrically diverse reservoirs ( Fig. 1 Data based on: Jańczak (1999); 1 -acc. to Lange et al. (2004) . Numbering as in Figure 1 Numbering as in Figure 1 of the scope of the disc visibility were performed for all the 21 lakes in order to verify the observations of 2003 and 2005. The research in 2003 covered 11 reservoirs. The observed diversity of the Secchi disc visibility ranged from 0.5 m (Jędzelewo) to 3.5 m (Lake Dybowskie). A larger group of lakes was investigated in 2005. The smallest scope of the disc visibility was recorded again in Lake Jędzelewo (0.55 m), the biggest in Lake Garbaś (4.0 m). The results obtained in 2005 present less favourable optical conditions of the water environments though in some reservoirs this tendency was not observed (Lake Garbaś).
The relatively short period in which in 2003 and 2005 the data concerning the scope of the Secchi disc visibility were obtained gives grounds to treat the results in a given year as comparable. The investigated lakes were at similar stages of the development of the process of cyclic variability of the visibility scope, taking into consideration individual characteristics of particular reservoirs. The compact study area was also favourable for that.
The results of two-year research confirm the reservations expressed before, concerning the possibility of a collective use of research results of the scopes of the disc visibility for approximate assessment of the optical properties of water of all the 21 analysed lakes. This can be seen in detail on the example of lakes analysed twice. The diversity of the obtained results ranged from 0.50 to 0.55 m in the case of Lake Jędzelewo, characterised by the smallest disc visibility, from 0.9 to 1.10 m in Lake Ełckie, and in lakes with a bigger water transparency for example from 1.6 to 2.7 m (Łaśmiady) or from 3.2 to 4.0 m (Garbaś).
Discussion
The annual variability of the observed Secchi disc visibility makes it difficult to determine, on the basis of it, the relationships among the analysed lakes, e.g. in the form of an ordered, according to the scope of the photic zone, sequence of the 21 analysed lakes. When ordering reservoirs according to increasingly favourable optical properties of their water environments, theoretically one can use e.g. a list of maximum recorded scopes of the disc visibility (Choiński 2000) . The diverse number of measurement results for particular lakes and the awareness of the significant annual variability of the values taken by this parameter, however, makes such a sequence of lakes unrepresentative.
The availability of a bigger number of measurements of the disc visibility for a particular lake, offering the chance to capture a scope close to the maximum one, is not common. The use in such a listing of absolute values of single measurements can create, a usually false, picture of the optical properties of the water environment of particular lakes. This can lead to the conclusion that the informative value of isolated observations in the evaluation of a larger group of lakes, obtained in different years, is small. The only objective method for mutual evaluation of photic conditions seem to observations of the variability of the visibility scopes recorded in a similar period.
Isolated observations can, however, be analysed against the optical conditions of the waters of the reservoirs investigated twice, i.e. in 2003 and 2005. They can be treated as benchmark reservoirs and reference points for lakes investigated once. The positions in the sequence of 7 benchmark lakes (investigated at least twice in the period [2003] [2004] [2005] , ordered according to the scope of the disc visibility are invariable (Fig. 2) . This is so irrespectively of the considerable differences in absolute values of the scope of the disc visibility in the research seasons in 2003 and 2005 (Table 2) . The exceptional stability of the position in the ordered sequence of reservoirs investigated twice seems to enable positioning in a uniform sequence, whose core is made of benchmark reservoirs, of also the lakes for which only single measurements of the visibility scope are available (Fig. 3) .
The (Fig. 4) . A considerable stability of the position in the ordered sequence characterises lakes with the highest recorded absolute values of the disc visibility (Fig. 3) . A change in position in the sequence usually takes place in the case of lakes with a small depth (Haleckie, Straduńskie, Skomętno) and reservoirs subject to pressure of differing scale throughout the year (Lake Ułówki) conditioned by alimentation from the degraded Lake Jędzelewo (Lange et al. 2004 ).
Conclusions
The performed research confirms the possibility to form a reliable sequence of lakes ordered according to the Secchi disc visibility on the basis of data diverse in terms of time. The observed substantial annual variability of summer scopes does not disqualify isolated measurements when evaluating the visibility scope. The prerequisite, however, is the availability of a group of lakes of a benchmark type which enable a relative evaluation of the scope of the Secchi disc visibility against other adjacent reservoirs.
The observed stability of the positions of the seven benchmark reservoirs with respect to each other makes it possible to abandon the approach of treating the recorded isolated values of the disc visibility in other reservoirs as, out of necessity, representative ones of investigated lakes. The knowledge of the values of scopes of the disc visibility in the waters of benchmark lakes enables a relatively accurate estimation of this value in many less frequently analysed reservoirs.
The inconsistency of the position of a given lake in the ordered sequences: partly theoretical (based on results of 2003 and 2005) and actual (2006) -concerns mainly polymictic lakes, susceptible to mixing to the bottom and activation of sediments, and subject to variable human pressure. The reservoirs of the least favourable optical properties of their water environment (completely degraded Lake Jędzelewo) and stratified lakes with a considerable Secchi disc visibility are characterised by a stable position in the ordered sequence of reservoirs of increasing (or decreasing) scope of visibility.
